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Helping you to increase profit 
margins and manage risks
To be successful in today’s global commodity trading markets in dealing with geopolitical 
impacts, volatility and regulation, a modern financial trading and risk management solution 
makes all the difference. 

Brady’s solution helps you to maximise the efficiency of your team and your capital. With real 
time views of positions, P&L, cashflow, inventory and risk metrics, decision makers are more 
informed to manage business performance, minimise risks and increase gross margins.

Our solutions are used by startups to some of the largest commodity trading companies in the 
world. As your business grows, our solutions can be scaled up to meet your requirements with 
ease.

Covering your full trading lifecycle, key functional areas include:

Trade management

OTC contract management

Multi-currency exposure management

Risk management

Profit and loss monitoring

Compliance and regulatory reporting

Treasury management

Multi commodity coverage

We help you to improve productivity and profitability, minimise costs, control risks, and 
offer a complete trading service to your clients’ needs.

Our solution is proven to cover most commodity types with rich functionality. It  supports 
the specifics of metals and agricultural commodities: grains, oil seeds, cotton and softs.

Compared to our old in-house system and other commodity 
trading and risk management applications on the market, 
Brady’s metal derivative trading solution is first-class and 

I’d certainly recommend it.

LME Options Dealer Assistant at Marex Financial

“ “
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Key modules

Key features include:

Versatile trade input screens for specific views

User defined pricing models to help you gain competitive advantage

Tracks the lifecycle of each transaction, retaining an easily accessible 
audit trail at all times

Captures information about physical commodity purchase/ sale 
contracts, including credit line controls.

Trade management

Key features include:  

Comprehensive stress analysis

Easily configurable user risk reports with both details  
and summary outputs

Comprehensive P&L reporting including attribution

Full range of risk management calculations including 
option Greeks/ sensitivities are available

Calculates initial and variation margin

Supports credit line utilisation

Risk management

Tools for  ‘what if’ scenarios, necessary to track, measure, 
evaluate and manage all forms of risk

Value at Risk (‘VaR’) calculations
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Brady provides a framework to support regulatory and 
accounting compliance for enhanced business control with 
advanced tracking, auditing and reporting tools for:

A single point of truth

Brady’s solution helps you to mitigate risk for all your commodities 
in a single solution, ensuring you have a complete picture of your risk 

exposures and financial positions. 

Eliminate spreadsheets to remove risk 
of errors and gain a full audit trail of all 
financial movements.

Maximise profitability by improving 
operational synergy, reducing costs and 
being more competitive.

Manage data with one 
centralised and up-to-date 
source of commercial data.
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Compliance and 
regulatory reporting

MiFID II transaction reporting

Timely and comprehensive financial reporting

Supports a wide range of Central Counterparty Clearing reports 
and country specific requirements

Treasury management

£

In addition to helping you manage physical and hedge commodities trades, 
Brady’s treasury and settlement functionality addresses the requisite foreign 
exchange, money market and securities market requirements:

Achieves straight through processing from the trader in the front 
office, through to the risk manager and financial controller

Supports loans and deposits bookings with various interest 
accrual options

Built in interface to the general ledger

Cash forecasting including trading commitments
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Brady’s proven know-how

With over 30 years’ experience of delivering multi commodity trading and 
risk solutions to leading global organisations and a workforce including 
ex traders, technology innovators and sector specialists, you can rely on 
Brady’s deep expertise in commodities. 

Let us help you derive the most value from your trading and risk IT 
landscape.

10,000+

200+

users

collaborators within the business

Investing in a new software system platform is an important decision, which is also associated with a degree of risk. 
To meet the challenges we face in the complex and highly volatile markets in which we operate, we are confident that we have 

sufficiently mitigated that risk by selecting a solution that can support the full requirements of the metal processing value 
chain. The Brady team affords the most thorough understanding of the metals markets in the CTRM space, which coupled 

with its unparalleled portfolio of customer references, provides us with the proven assurance of Brady’s capability to meet our 
requirements and deliver.

- Markus Meurer, Head of MMC Norilsk Nickel’s Global Sales

“ “

Brady’s solutions covers 20+ 
countries around Europe.
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Why businesses love working with Brady

Our scalable solution allows you to choose the specific modules you require to 
meet your business needs. 

Brady is an independent company enabling us to be agile and provide a 
responsive service to our customers. We are accountable to shareholders 
and unlike private companies, provide transparency in both how we work 
and in our achievements.

We offer both packaged and bespoke software that can be deployed or 
hosted within the cloud. Brady’s software suite is preconfigured enabling 
rapid, cost effective implementation.

Our team understand the complexities of financial and physical 
commodities markets. We have gained deep industry knowledge both 
from working with a diverse range of customers and recruiting from 
commodities trading businesses.

For years, Brady has been developing leading software for customers to successfully manage the volatility, risk, and 
complexity of commodity trading. As the leader in their field and an existing supplier to us, the selection process was 

relatively simple. We have every confidence in the solutions and support that Brady provides, as well as their ability to deliver 
the right set of tools on time and within budget.

- Craig Dean, CEO at Gerald Group

“ “

and more...



Speak to a Brady Commodity Expert today and 
discover how our financial commodity trading 
software suite can support your business activities.

marketing@bradyplc.com

+44 20 3301 1200

www.bradyplc.com


